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TO: John A. Gale, Chairman, Nebraska State Records Board 

FROM: 9reg Lemon 

RE: Privacy and Security Update 

DATE: September 23, 2005 

BACKGROUND: 

On February 16, 2005, Choicepoint, one of the largest information resellers in the country, 
reported that it had sold information to third parties who had fraudulently identified themselves 
as legitimate users of the information. 

As a result of this leak government records, including social security numbers and drivers license 
numbers of over 144,000 United States citizens were improperly released and to date hundreds 
of people have been identified as victims of identity theft as a result of this misappropriation of 
information. 

Choicepoint is notifying and offering free credit checks and credit report monitoring and other 
services to those whose information was compromised. Has upped credentialling requirements, 
esp. for small businesses, and bas changed how they sell information, requiring a specific 
consumer transaction or existing customer relationship before releasing information. The 
notification that Choicepoint is providing is not required in any states except for California. 

This was followed in March by a report of personal information theft from a subsidiary of Lexis 
Nexis which would ultimately be revealed to involve over 300,000 people, as well as a reported 
loss of data by the Bank of America potentially affecting over 1,000,000 individuals has brought 
this issue to national attention. These recent events have brought a high level of attention to this 
matter including a hearing held by the Senate banking committee in March and the House 
Financial Services Committee soon thereafter. 

According to the United States Postal Service Postal Inspector's Office almost ten million 
Americans were victims of identity theft last year. Cost estimates of identity theft vary widely 
from $5 Billion to over $50 Billion per year. 

CURRENT STATUS: 

The background information listed above was presented at the Public Hearing on the Protection 
of Personal Information held at the Nebraska State Records Board meeting on May 10, 2005. 
The most sensitive records set which is disseminated by Nebraska.Gov was identified at that 
hearing as the Department of Motor Vehicles Driver's and Vehicle Title records. 
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TO: John Gale, Chairman, Nebraska State Records Board 

FROM: Greg Lemon 

RE: Technical Support of the State Records Board 

DATE: September 23, 2005 

INTRODUCTION and PURPOSE: 

This memorandum explores the possibility of hiring or contracting for additional technical 
support for assistance with oversight of the Nebraska.Gov portal and services overseen by the 
State Records Board. This assistance could include analysis of the feasibility and cost of 
proposed projects, and oversight of ongoing projects to identify sources of problems or delays in 
implementation or operation. 

HISTORY 

The Nebraska State Records board was given authority over the Nebraska.Gov (then known as 
Nebrask@Online) by LB590, passed in 1997. Section 7 of the bill, codified at Neb. Rev. Stat. 
84-1205.01, provides for a technical advisory committee of the State Records Board.

Section 84-1205.01 Technical advisory committee; established; membership. 

The board shall establish a technical advisory committee to assist it in tbe performance of 
its duties. The committee shall consist of individuals who have technical experience and 
expertise in electronic access and information technology. The committee shall have 
three members. The members shall include a representative from a state agency that is 
responsible for providing public records, a representative from tbe information 
management services division of the Department of Administrative Services, and a 
representative from the computer services group of the Legislative Council. 

Although this technical committee was created and members appointed after the passage of 
LB590, it has not been active for a number of years, and the limited duties that it performed have 
been assumed by the technical panel of the NITC, which reviews NSRB Grant requests. 

LB590A (1997) also included $35,000 annually in personal services limitation (PSL) for staffing 
of the NSRB. Although some of this PSL was allocated to existing staff who spent time on 
administration of the Board, including the Chief Deputy Secretary of State and administrative 
support, there has not been a person hired to work specifically on the Board matters since the 
passage of the bill. 

POSSIBLE DUTIES 

Oversight and reporting of progress of Nebraska.Gov projects involves communications and 
review of those involved in the project, which usually includes Nebraska Interactive (contract 
administrator of Nebraska.Gov) personnel and agency or local government personnel for whom 

























Type of Review: 

Project Title: 

Agency: 

Technical Panel 
of the 

Nebraska Information Technology Commission 

Project Review 

State Records Board Grant Application 

Nebraska Public Documents Digitalization Project 

University of Nebraska - Lincoln Libraries 

Resolution passed by the Technical Panel on June 7, 2005: 

The Technical Panel, having reviewed the grant application entitled "Nebraska Public Documents 
Digitalization Project", finds that: 

• The project is technically feasible.
• The proposed technology is appropriate for the project.
• The technical elements can be accomplished within the proposed time frame and budget.

















Type of Review: 

Project Title: 

Agency: 

Technical Panel 
of the 

Nebraska Information Technology Commission 

Project Review 

State Records Board Grant Application 

Barber Licensing System Update 

Board of Barber Examiners 

Resolution passed by the Technical Panel on September 13, 2005: 

The Technical Panel, having reviewed the grant application entitled "Barber Licensing System 
Update", finds that: 

• The project is technically feasible.
• The proposed technology is appropriate for the project.
• The technical elements can be accomplished within the proposed time frame and budget.
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